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Abstract
This paper describes an architecture for the IPSentinel infrastructure for managing Earth observation data together with its implementation. The infrastructure will catalogue, disseminate and process
Sentinel Earth observation products for the Portuguese territory. The prototype implementation uses
the DHuS software from the European Space Agency together with the RasDaMan array database
management system. RasDaMan implements standards from the Open Geospatial Consortium, such
as Web Coverage Service and Web Coverage Processing Service, which provide access and processing
of the rasters encoding Earth observation data, through the Internet. The reported experiments show
that the prototype system meets the functional requirements. This paper also provides measurements
of the used computational resources, in terms of storage space and response times.
Keywords: Remote Sensing Products, Earth Observation Data, Raster Data, OGC Standards,
Geospatial Data Infrastructures, Big Data Management

1. Introduction

for the Portuguese infrastructure, named IPSentinel, to catalogue, disseminate, and process Sentinel EO data for the national community.
For this prototype, early on it was decided to
adopt the DHuS software provided by ESA, as the
base of IPSentinel, to catalogue and to disseminate the EO data transferred from the ESA Scientific Data Hub, also known as ESA SciHub. The
use of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) services was also explored, related to raster data access and processing. Particularly, the Web Coverage Service (WCS), Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS), and Web Map Service (WMS) protocols, implemented by Petascope on top of the RasDaMan array database, were considered. The integration of these services into DHuS allows IPSentinel to provide the ability to process EO data.

Thanks to the Copernicus Earth Observation Programme, a wide range of Earth Observation (EO)
data is being captured everyday for several applications, such as the monitoring of landslides, or maritime monitoring and control. However, given that
the volume of data acquired daily reaches the Terabytes, the European Space Agency (ESA) Data
Hub Service (DHuS) does not ensure long-term data
preservation or fast access to a set of EO data.
These are in fact, two of the limitations of the current ESA infrastructure that Wagner [17] considers
that can be resolved by changing how the EO community is organized.
Portugal is interested in having its own collaborative infrastructure to store all Sentinel data relative to the Portuguese geographic area. In this way,
the Portuguese users interested in the data related
to Portugal would not only have the data closer to
themselves, as a whole new community would be
created. Currently, Instituto Português do Mar e
da Atmosfera (IPMA) and Direcção Geral do Território (DGT), the institutions responsible for the
Portuguese collaborative infrastructure, are already
involved in setting up the Sentinel ground segment
in Portugal.
This paper addresses the creation of a prototype

2. Concepts and Related Work
This section presents some fundamental concepts
required for understanding the elaborated work, as
well as the essential related work for the development of the IPSentinel prototype infrastructure.
2.1. The Sentinel Programme
The Sentinel Programme is the EO programme inserted in the largest Copernicus Programme that
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the European Union is financing. The programme
is coordinated by the ESA, and involves launching a
family of Sentinel satellites that are equipped with
sensors to remotely capture distinct data types, covering a broad range of applications [1]. Each Sentinel mission has a different purpose, and each of
these missions is based on a constellation of two
satellites collecting data in parallel, to increase coverage and operational data availability.

2.4. Open Geospatial Consortium Standards
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an international industry consortium collaborating to
make quality open standards for the global geospatial community. The standards are submitted to a
consensus process and then they are freely available
to the community, to help share geospatial data.
Several of these standards are relevant in the context of infrastructures dedicated to the storage and
processing of EO data.

2.2. Computational of EO Rasters.
Raster data, also known as bitmaps, are images
that contain a description of each pixel, as opposed
to vector graphics which use points, lines, curves
and polygons to encode the information. Raster
data can be stored, compressed or uncompressed,
in image files with varying formats, such as PNG
or TIFF. In the context of EO applications and
geographical information systems in general, the
rasters are also georeferenced, in the sense that each
pixel is known to be associated to a particular geographical region. Some of the most popular raster
formats for encoding EO data are GeoTIFF, JPEG
[7], netCDF [13], HDF41 and HDF52 .

2.4.1 Geography Markup Language
The Geography Markup Language (GML) [12] is
the XML grammar created by the OGC to serve
as a core modeling language for GIS, as well as a
format for geographical transactions across the web.
2.4.2 GMLCOV Standard
Formally, the GML Application Scheme for Coverages (GMLCOV3 ) standard [5] is an extension of
the basic GML coverage primitive, which contains
constituents, such as, coverage domain, rangeSet,
rangeType and metadata.
2.4.3 Web Coverage Service
The Web Coverage Service (WCS)4 is a HTTP interface, which provides access to raster sources of
geospatial images in forms that are useful for clientside rendering, as input into scientific models, and
for other clients. The access is made through a
server request, for instance in the form of a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). The WCS specification
offers capabilities to extract portions of a coverage,
as well as more complex and precise querying [6].
Furthermore, a WCS can return valuable metadata
that allows deep analysis, and also supports many
export formats (e.g. GeoTIFF and netCDF). WCS
uses the aforementioned coverage model of the GML
Application Schema for Coverages [11], which has
been developed to facilitate the interchange of coverages between OGC services.
The WCS standard supports three kinds of operations that a WCS client can invoke, namely:

2.3. Array Database Managing Services
An array Database Management System (DBMS)
stores and manages arrays, also called raster data,
time-series of rasters, or multidimensional discrete
data (MDD) [2]. In Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and EO applications, the nature of
raster image data is often multidimensional: it
can include 3-D image time series (x/y/t), 3-D exploration data (x/y/z), and 4-D climate models
(x/y/z/t) [9]. Array databases are based on an array algebra model, and are designed to provide flexible and scalable storage, data retrieval, and data
manipulation over large volumes, through a declarative query language similar to SQL. Pratical implementations of array algebra include AML [10],
RAM [16] and RasDaMan [3].
Typically, these systems decompose multidimensional arrays into sub-arrays which form the unit of
access, which are efficiently indexed and stored in a
database.
In a typical array algebra there are two distinct
operation categories, namely the m-interval (for
multi-dimensional interval) and the array operations. The m-interval operations are functions that
act on the domain of an array, such as slice and
trim. The array operations, are constructor functions of arrays that constitute the core of algebra,
such as MARRAY (create array), COND (condense
array) and SORT.

GetCapabilities: allows a client to request information about the server’s capabilities, as well
as valid WCS operations and parameters.
DescribeCoverage: allows a client to request a
full description of a coverage in particular.
GetCoverage: allows a client to request a coverage comprised of a selected range properties at
a selected set of spatio-temporal locations, in a
chosen format.

1 https://support.hdfgroup.org/products/hdf4/

3 http://www.opengis.net/doc/GML/GMLCOV/1.0.1

2 https://support.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/

4 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wcs
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2.4.4 Web Coverage Processing Service
The Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS)5
specification defines a language for the extraction,
processing, and analysis of multi-dimensional raster
coverages. While WCS focuses on simple data access operations, the WCPS query language makes
it possible to do more powerful queries.
The WCPS is an expression language similar to
XQuery, which is formed by primitives plus nesting
capabilities, and which is independent from any particular request and response encoding, since there is
no concrete request/response protocol specified by
WCPS [4].
2.4.5 Web Map Service
The Web Map Service (WMS)6 standard provides
an HTTP interface to request georeferenced data
as images from one or more distributed geospatial
databases. This norm standardizes the way that
maps are requested by clients and the way that
servers describe the geodata that they are holding
[8]. What distinguishes the WCS from the WMS
specification is the fact that WMS just returns images, typically PNG files, and there is no way to get
any metadata.
A WMS supports the following main operations,
among optional others:

Figure 1: Major functionalities of the IPSentinel
prototype.

important limitation that will be addressed in this
paper. There are several array DBMS, such as RasDaMan, SciDB[15], and MonetDB/SciQL[18],
that can be used to suppress this limitation. All of
these systems provide very similar array operations,
GetCapabilities: allows a client to request inforand each system has its own query language, and
mation about the server’s capabilities, and as
its approach to storing and managing the arrays.
well as valid WMS operations and parameters.
However, RasDaMan is the only system that impleGetMap: allows a client to request a map image ments the OGC services (WCS, WMS and WCPS)
for a specified area and content.
intended to be integrated into DHuS and is also the
system that offers the most expressive query lan2.5. Related Work
guage.
The ESA Data Hub Service (DHuS)7 is an
open source8 , GPLv3 licensed, web based system
3. Prototype Infrastructure
that establishes the connection between the core
This section first presents an overview of the IPSenground segment and the users interested in accesstinel prototype. Then, presents the software archiing EO data from the Sentinel programme. The
tecture in Subsection 3.2.
ground segment is the infrastructure that contains
all EO data, according to different timelines, rang- 3.1. Overview
ing from near real-time to non time-critical, and The IPSentinel provides a simple web interface
available typically within 3-24 hours of being sensed to allow interactive data discovery, processing and
by the satellite. DHuS offers to users a selection of download, and multiple Application Programming
EO products through full text search, which means Interfaces (API) that allows users to access the data
that users do not need to have prior knowledge via programs, scripts or client applications.
The major functionalities of IPSentinel are
about the data types, the acquisition platform, or
schematically
represented in Figure 1, and also desensors. Moreover, it allows users to search for data
scribed
next.
based on geographical, temporal, and on thematic
criteria. However, in its current version, DHuS does
1. User Interface. This functionality is in
not support the extraction of portions of a prodcharge of providing the user with an interface
uct or processing on the data, which constitutes an
for the discovery, processing, and downloading
5 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wcps
of products and for the visualization of the rel6 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms
evant metadata. It consists of two set of inter7 https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus
8 The system can be downloaded in https://github.com/
faces: a set of Graphical User Interfaces (two
SentinelDataHub/DataHubSystem
web applications) and a set of Application Pro3

gramming Interfaces (mainly used for machine
to machine interactions and for client application development).
2. Product Harvesting. The product harvester
is the service responsible for collecting products from Payload Data Ground Segment data
sources (ingestion) or from a DHuS Network
(synchronization).
3. Product Cataloging. The product cataloging is responsible for the products management. The product catalog is managed as Figure 2: Overview of interactions of the prototype
a rolling archive, with configurable eviction with ESA SciHub and users.
strategies and rules.
4. Product Search & Dissemination. This
functionality is in charge of providing users
with the possibility to perform search and
dissemination via standardized API protocols
(OData, Opensearch, WMS and WCS) and via
the graphical user interface.
5. Product Processing. This functionality is
responsible for providing users the capability of
processing the available products in the catalog
using the standardized WCPS query language.
3.2. Architecture
In the IPSentinel prototype, product discovery
and acquisition is performed automatically by the
OData product synchronizer service, which is being
extended in the context of a separate M. Sc. project
by my colleague Francisco [14].
The detailed explanation of the OData product
synchronizer is out of scope of this paper. Succinctly, the OData synchronizer works by calling
the OData API, exposed in the third-party infrastructures that support it, with the parameters that
respect the OData protocol. Figure 2 illustrates the
interaction of the IPSentinel prototype with ESA
SciHub9 in the discovery and acquisition of relevant
products through the OData synchronizer, and the
interaction of users with IPSentinel. The products
transferred from the SciHub are stored in an directory specified by the system administrator, during
the configuration of the OData synchronizer.
Petascope is a client module of RasDaMan, integrated to provide IPSentinel users with a distributable service of mirror archives and, processing
and dissemination means for EO products. Petascope can be deployed on a standard servlets container as an independent web application. However,
it is distributed as a module integrated in the DHuS
software to simplify the deployment.
Hereupon users can access IPSentinel functionalities, by means of the following APIs presented
in Figure 3. In the figure, the black lines show the

Figure 3: Available APIs in the DHuS.
APIs already brought by the DHuS and the red lines
show the APIs implemented by Petascope. The
Petascope module also has an AngularJS10 Web
Client, in which offers a graphic user interface that
allows users to create the requests and call the WCS
and WMS APIs.
The IPSentinel context diagram is reported in the
Figure 4, showing how IPSentinel users:
• access DHuS functionalities by means of DHuS
core API, used to access DHuS data storage
• access Petascope specific functionalities by
means of OGC services, used to:
– access directly to OGC Metadata, containing data specific to OGC services
– access/process RasDaMan data
– insert/delete RasDaMan data, by means
of DHuS core API
In order to automatically populate RasDaMan
with EO data, some components in the DHuS Core
had to be created and others changed. Figure 5
illustrates these components and their connections.
The Job Scheduler acts as a job manager, in which
triggers OData Synchronizers and FileScanners

9 https://scihub.copernicus.eu

10 https://angularjs.org/
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– The Unzip component deals with file decompression.
– The Extractor component extracts all the image absolute paths forming part of the product,
generates the coverage id and creates the JSON
recipe.
– The gdalwarp, gdal merge and gdal translate
tools process the images in order to be supportable by RasDaMan.
– Lastly, WCST import performs the ingestion,
using the recipe that was previously generated.

Figure 4: IPSentinel context diagram.

4. Validation
The prototype validation was made using the two
approaches presented in Subsection 4.1 and Subsection 4.2.
4.1. Requirements Compliance
One of the methodologies considered for validating
the prototype involved assessing whether the functional requirements are in accordance with the proposal. In that sense, the assessment took into account the following functional requirements.
Requirement 1: Rolling archive of relevant
products
This first requirement is related with the capacity
of the system to support a rolling archive of relevant
products that is automatically downloaded by Open
Data Protocol (OData) synchronizers.
This requirement is partially fulfilled, since it is
possible to archive all the transferred products with
the respective metadata to be properly stored in the
database and indexed in the search engine. The
requirement will be completely accomplished when
the work of Francisco Silva [14] is finished.
Requirement 2: Possibility to search products by region, temporal period, and type
This requirement concerns the possibility of finding products by specifying a region, selecting the
acquisition temporal period, or even the product
type, where these filters can be used separately or
simultaneously.
Without any change to the original DHuS source
code this requirement is in conformance because the
software originally supported these product search
types. Currently, the software version provided by
ESA only admits the search filter by product type
for missions Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2.
Requirement 3: The access to sentinel products through the OGC service interfaces
The third requirement relates to supporting the
access to the product coverages using the WCS
and WMS interfaces, and through the use of the
WCPS query language. When selecting the option
to view details of a particular product, in the graphical interface, users are presented with two buttons that allow the navigation to pages of OGC

Figure 5: Component & connector view from the
DHuS core.
based on periodicity defined by the system administrator, through the Web Client graphical user interface (GUI). Each time the FileScanners are
called, the directory (represented by the Product
Storage cylinder) is scanned. For each product
found, the system invokes the ProductService to
proceed with the product metadata ingestion in
the DHuS database, which in turn invokes the
RasDaMan Feeder to process and import the product to RasDaMan through the Petascope component.
Figure 6 describes the information processing
pipeline of the Rasdaman Feeder, where the role
of each component is as follows:
– The Infer component is responsible to identify
the product mission, level, and type, in order
to be handled with the correct handler.
5

Figure 6: Component & connector view with pipe and filter style from the Rasdaman Feeder.
fo r vv in ( CoverageID VV ) ,
vh in ( CoverdadeID VH )
return
encode (
s c a l e ({
red :
vv ∗ 0 . 9 9 ;
g r e e n : vh ∗ 0 . 9 9 ;
b l u e : ( abs ( vv ) / abs ( vh ) ) ∗ 0 . 9 9
} , { Lat : ”CRS: 1 ” ( 1 : 5 0 0 ) ,
Long : ”CRS: 1 ” ( 1 : 5 0 0 ) } , { } )
, ”png” )
Through the cases demonstrated by the images
below, this requirement is fully in conformance.
Requirement 4: Automatic ingestion of
products as coverages, making them immediately available through the OGC Services
interfaces
This last requirement concerns the automation
of the provision of products as coverages in RasDaMan, making them accessible through the OGC
standards mentioned on the third requirement.
This requirement is assured thanks to the new Rasdaman Feeder component, which has the role of processing the image properly to be ingested by RasDaMan. As explained on Subsection 3.2 the automation is guaranteed by the Job Scheduler, that
dispatches the Product Service that uses the Rasdaman Feeder.

Figure 7: Results returned by a (a) WCS getCoverage, (b) WCPS query, (c) WMS getMap.

Services. These buttons are only provided if the
describeCoverage operation call return success,
which means that the specific product is available
as a coverage. At the moment the buttons only
appear in products of GRD type from Sentinel 1.
The graphic interface of the aforementioned pages
abstracts the necessary parameters to perform operations over the WCS and WMS services. Thus, the
execution of operations, such as coverage slice, trim,
scale, range subset or image displaying can be done
by clicking buttons. Figure 7 (a), presents the result of a getCoverage with parameter rangesubset
assigned with VV and scalefactor assigned with
8. Figure 7 (c) shows in OpenLayers the result of
performing multiple getMap operations on the geographical area of the Madeira island.

4.2. Measurement of Required Computational Resources
Another dimension of the prototype validation involved measuring the computational resources required for it to run, namely (1) the expected storage space to have the prototype playing his role as
a rolling archive, and (2) the time that the system
takes to process and return a result from the main
operations of WCS, WMS, and also through the
use of the WCPS query language. All the measurements were made on a virtual machine with CentOS
7, 16GB RAM, 100GB of disk and an Intel dual core
2.10GHz processor.

4.2.1 Storage Space
The evaluation of the storage space considered all
level-1 and level-2 products captured over the Portuguese territory from March 4 to 11, 2016 (8 days)
Regarding to the WCPS query language, it is by the mission Sentinel 1. All products were transpossible to express, and process the EO rasters us- ferred from the ESA SciHub. Table 1 presents varing simple to complex queries. In Figure 7 (b), is ious information about the transferred data collecpresent the result from the assessment of the fol- tion. The space occupied by the metadata of the
lowing lines of code:
respective products in the database were not taken
6

Satellite
Sentinel1A
Sentinel1B
Sentinel1A
Sentinel1B
Sentinel1A
Sentinel1B
Sentinel1A
Sentinel1B

Product
Type
GRD
GRD
GRD
GRD
SLC
SLC
OCN
OCN

Table 1: Space occupied by Sentinel 1 products on disk.
Sensor Files
Total Sum
Avg
Resolution
Mode
#
of File Size (Mb) (Mb)
H
IW
23
18838
819
H
IW
41
32556
794
M
EW
9
2024
225
M
EW
7
1539
220
n/a
IW
31
101600
3629
n/a
IW
28
114500
3694
n/a
IW
6
39,3
6,6
n/a
IW
3
19,1
6,4
Total
148
271115

into account.
From the table it is possible to observe that, on
average, a product of SLC type on IW mode approximately occupies on disk 3.6Gb, a product of GRD
type on IW mode approximately occupies 805Mb
and on EW mode occupies 222Mb, and a product of
OCN type occupies approximately 7Mb. It can also
be observed that in a period of 8 days 148 products
were captured, which occupy a total of 270Gb (i.e.
the equivalent of 33Gb per day). Roughly speaking
we are counting with around 1Tb of products per
month, without including level 0 products or other
missions.
The products in the data collection mentioned
above were imported into RasDaMan, specifically
all products of GRD type in EW mode, and 14
products in IW mode. This corresponded to a total of 30 products. Table 2 summarizes information
taken about the space occupied by these products
in RasDaMan.

S1A EW GRD
S1B EW GRD
S1A IW GRD
S1B IW GRD
Total

Files
#
9
7
7
7
30

Total Sum
of File Size (Mb)
2349
1819
7290
7054
18512

Avg
(Mb)
261
260
1041
1008
643

Max
(Mb)
299
318
1131
1113
1131

Min
(Mb)
714
536
213
204
3300
2400
6,1
6,2

In conclusion, with this informative data we argue that it is viable to have an infrastructure with
1.57Tb of storage space, so that for one month it
may be possible to archive several products under
the conditions described above. However, considering the periodic eviction at the end of 15 days, the
storage space required can be halved. Table 3 summarizes the storage space required according to the
rolling archive plan to store all Level-1 and Level-2
products from the Sentinel 1 mission, captured for
the Portuguese territory.
Table 3: Storage space required for different rolling
archive plans.
Archive
RasDaMan
Total
Storage Space

15 Days
500 Gb
285 Gb

1 Months
1 Tb
570 Gb

3 Months
3 Tb
1.71 Tb

1 Year
12 Tb
6.84 Tb

785 Gb

1.57

4.71 Tb

18.84 Tb

4.2.2 Response Time
Regarding the validation of the prototype response
time, several scenarios were tested executing different operations. The Apache JMeter11 tool, was
used to record the relevant information of each operation of each scenario, in order to draw conclusions.
All scenarios were run only once so that response
times were not influenced by existing caches.
Scenario 1: Searching for products by a region filter
The goal of this scenario is to test the response
time of searching for products by a region criterion.
This scenario was tested with 4 clients in parallel requesting products for the regions selected in Figure
8.
Contrary to what one might think, selecting a
larger area is not synonymous of longer response
time. As we can see in the Table 4 and Figure
8 Client 1 selected an area smaller than Client 3.
However, the response time of Client 3 is less than
the response time of Client 1. The response time

Table 2: Space occupied by GRD type products in
RasDaMan.
Product

Max
(Mb)
998
957
236
236
4600
4300
6,9
6,7

Min
(Mb)
243
222
993
899
222

Looking at Tables 2 and 1 we can see that
the S1* EW GRD products in RasDaMan occupy
an average of 17% more than the average of the
size of the original files in the file system, and
S1* IW GRD products occupy an average of 27%
more. This means that to store also all GRD type
products in RasDaMan, the infrastructure requires
117% more of disk space for EW mode and 127% for
IW mode. Taking into account the above data and
considering that in one month 36% of the products
are of type GRD in IW mode and 10% are in EW
mode, to store them all the infrastructure needs to
have 57% more of its storage capacity, i.e, 570Gb
more.

11 http://jmeter.apache.org
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Figure 8: Scenario 2: Regions selected by the 4 clients.
is mostly influenced by the number of products a
In addition to the conclusions already made in
given region has. This statement can be proved by the previous two scenarios that also apply to this
the response times and products found in Clients 2 scenario, it is possible to see in Figure 6 the system
and 4.
speed to scan the product list in order to create the
response payload with the products that satisfy the
condition.
Table 4: Scenario 1: Response time
Region Criterion
Selected Region
1
2
Response Time 870 ms 547 ms
Products Found
13
8

3
368 ms
2

4
1.12 s
29

Table 6: Scenario 3: Response time
Product Type Criterion
Product Type
RAW
GRD
SLC
Response Time 346 ms 861 ms 344 ms
Products Found
1
24
1

Scenario 2: Searching for products by a temporal filter
The goal of this scenario is to test the response
time of searching for products by a temporal criterion. This scenario was tested with 4 clients in
parallel requesting products of different temporal
periods.
The same conclusions drawn earlier apply to this
scenario, i.e., the response time is mostly influenced
by the number of products found in in a given temporal interval. As we can see in Figure 5 the response time increases with the number of products
found.

The first three scenarios are not intended to show
how fast the system is, but rather how it behaves
as the number of products increases.
Scenario 4: Performing WCS operations
The goal of this scenario is to test the response
time of describeCoverage and getCoverage
operations from the WCS interface. The scenario
was tested with 4 clients in parallel performing the same operations on 4 different coverages, as shown in Table 7. The getCoverage
operation used the following parameters:
&RANGESUBSET=VV&SCALEFACTOR=5&FORMAT=image/
png
As expected, the describeCoverage response
times shown in the table are similar and low since
only the metadata database (Petascope DB) was
queried. With only the data presented in Table 7
it is not possible to conclude how the processing
system behaves with the increase of getCoverage
requests. However, it is possible to have a clear
idea of how fast the Infrastructure prototype is processing 4 equal operations on different data at the
same time. The S1A IW GRD and S1B IW GRD
coverages are both about 1Gb and have been processed almost at the same time, i.e. around 30 seconds. The same is observed for the S1A EW GRD
and S1B EW GRD coverages, which were processed
within 5 seconds. As expected, the response time
is highly affected by the size of the processed image to be transferred. The response time increases
with the size of the images to be transferred and
also tends to increase with the number of connected
clients transferring images.

Table 5: Scenario 2: Response time
Temporal Period
Response Time
Products Found

Temporal Criterion
2015/12/31 2017/01/01 2017/03/07
2016/12/31 2017/03/07 2017/04/20
471 ms
506 ms
649 ms
8
10
16

ALL
884 ms
26

2015/12/31
2017/04/20
868 ms
29

Comparing Table 5 with the table from Scenario
1, for the same number of products found the response time is higher in Table 4. This difference
is due to the fact that the product search by region is heavier. The operation consists of scanning
the product list for products that have at least one
pair of coordinates contained in the selected region.
The difference becomes increasingly higher as the
number of products found grows, as can be seen.
Scenario 3: Searching for products by type
The goal of this scenario is to test the response
time of searching for products by a product type
criterion. This scenario was tested with 4 clients
in parallel requesting products of different product
types.
8

Table 7: Resume of response times of the WCS operations.
Coverage
Response Time
Response Time
Processing Time
Original Size
Final Size

S1A IW GRD S1B IW GRD S1A EW GRD
describeCoverage
338 ms
342 ms
339 ms
getCoverage
2.7 min
1.7 min
1.0 min
33 s
26 s
4.98 s
≈ 1 Gb
≈ 1 Gb
≈ 260 Mb
10.7 Mb
9.1 Mb
2.5 Mb

S1B EW GRD
369 ms
1.1 min
3.89 s
≈ 260 Mb
2.4 Mb

Table 8: Summary of response time from different queries.
Query
Response Time
Result Size

1
3.14 s
283 Kb

2
4.95 s
125 Kb

3
4.61 s
155 Kb

Scenario 5: Performing getMap operations
from the WMS
This scenario, which was intended to test the response time of multiple getMap requests executed
by OpenLayers, was not done because it was verified that the version of Petascope used in the prototype contained severe bugs that had a big impact
on memory, making the whole system run out of
physical memory available when addressing multiple getMap operations.
Scenario 6: Processing a query using the
WCPS query language
The goal of this scenario is to test the response
time of executing a processing query by RasDaMan,
using the WCPS query language. The scenario was
tested with 7 different queries executed in sequence
with different operations on the same coverage. The
coverage tested is a 2D Level-1 product from the
Sentinel 1 mission, with dimensions 30032 x 19272
px and size 777 Mb. In order to reduce the download time of the resulting images, in all the queries,
a scale factor was used to reduce the dimensions
and consequently the size.
The Query 1 requested only to return the original image so that we can see how each query affects
the original image (Figure 9 (1)). Queries 2 and
3, return respectively the VV and VH bands of the
original image (Figures 9 (2) and (3)). Query 4 return the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index), a measure for the probability of vegetation
in remote sensing. This query does not make much
sense in this data, but it has been tested because it
is one of the queries most used by scientists (Figure
9 (4)). Queries 5 and 6 are basically the same in the
sense that they return a falsely colored image (Figures 9 (5) and (6)). However, in the second, a subsetting is done around the Madeira island. Finally,
Query 7 summarizes the frequency with which each
color value appears in the original image (Figure 9
(7)). The result of this query is a 1D array.

4
58.35 s
8 Kb

5
1.4 min
442 Kb

6
7.10 s
385 Kb

7
50.3 min
2 Kb

Table 8 summarizes the response times for each
of the queries. The times shown are only processing
times, i.e., the transfer time is not included. From
the response times we can observe that the more
arithmetic operations are involved in the queries,
the longer the processing time. This statement is
supported by comparing the first three queries with
Queries 4 and 5. It is also possible to observe from
Queries 5 and 6 that RasDaMan performs query
optimization to retrieve results faster. The order
in which operations are processed matters. Both
queries perform the false colouring but in the Query
6 there are more things to do, like performing a
subsetting and a different scaling. This leads us
to think that Query 5 should be faster, however it
is not true. RasDaMan first performs the scaling,
then the subsetting and finally the false colouring.
That is why Query 6 is much faster than Query
5. Query 7, at first glance, seems to be too time
consuming and suggests that RasDaMan is not as
fast as they say, but as we look at the Figure 10
we realized why there was 50.3 minutes delay. In
this query a 30032 x 19272 matrix is scanned where
each element contains two color values. We can see
that only for the color value 0 were made 160592341
counts. Thus, the reason for this delay has to do
with the high number of pixels that are traversed,
with each pixel having two color channels that have
to be counted.
Finally, looking at the sizes of the files originated
from each of the queries it becomes evident the advantage of having server-side image processing. Instead of having been transferred 777 Mb of data
were only transferred in the total 1.38Mb.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The IP Sentinel prototype shown that the symbiosis
of DHuS and RasDaMan can be achieved with some
minor modifications in the DHuS core, allowing full
automation of making available the DHuS ingested
9

5.1. Future Work
The developed prototype is still very rough and
much more needs to be done before it can support
a service. I believe that it will be necessary to add
a feature that allows users to add to the DHuS Catalog the products processed by RasDaMan.
It will also be interesting to study a strategy so
that the products ingested by RasDaMan are not
also in the data space managed by DHuS, thus
avoiding data duplication. It is also necessary to
extend the range of possible products to be ingested
by RasDaMan.
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